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1. INTRODUCTION 
A new proof of Grushko’s theorem is given based on the theory of groupoids 
developed by P. J. Higgins [Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical 
Society 60 (1964), 7-201. A topological proof of this theorem has been given 
by J. R. Stallings in Math. 2. 90(1965), l-g, and, like the topological proofs 
of the subgroup theorems of Schreier and Kurosh, it makes implicit use 
of the fundamental groupoids of various spaces. However, it is entirely 
irrelevant that these groupoids arise from topological spaces and, as often 
happens when irrelevancies are discarded, much simpler lines of argument 
emerge in the context of abstract groupoids. The argument given here is 
the result of such simplification and has little in common with Stallings’ 
proof. Its natural endproduct is the following theorem on groups. 
THEOREM 1. Let G and B be groups with free decompositions G = *,,EA Ga, 
B = *AEA B”. Let #: G -+ B be an epimorphism mapping GA to B”, for alI 
h E A. If H is any subgroup of G such that H+ = B, then H has a decomposi- 
tion H = * AEn Ha such that HA+ = BA . 
From this it is easy to deduce the generalized form of Grushko’s theorem 
given by D. H. Wagner ([3], Theorem 4.4): 
COROLLARY. Let 4 be an epimorphism from a free group F to a free product 
B = *Aen BA of groups. Then F has a decomposition F = *hcA F such that 
F”# = B”. 
Proof. It will be sufficient, by the theorem, to construct a group G = * Ga, 
an epimorphism 4 : G + B mapping Ga to Ba for all h E A, and a mono- 
morphism u : F -+ G such that ct,!~ = 4. For then the subgroup H = Fu 
haa image H$ = F+ = B, whence H = * Ha with Ha* = Ba, and the 
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conclusion follows with FA = HAo-l. We give one such construction, perhaps 
the most natural. 
Let X be a set of free generators of F, and for each x E X, let a$~ = 
hdz, ..* hw ! where Y = r(x) 3 1 and each bEi lies in some BA. This product 
need not be the canonical form of x (indeed it cannot be if x+ = I), but we 
take a fixed such product for each x E X. Now let Y be a set whose members 
are distinct symbols Y&X E X, i = 1, 2,..., r(x)) and let G be the free group 
on Y. We can partition Y into disjoint sets YA so that yzi E Y* implies bzi E B”. 
Then G = * GA, where GA is generated by YA, and the homomorphism 
$ : G --+ B defined by yzi# = bzi maps GA to BA. Finally, the homomorphism 
o : F ---f G defined by xu = yziyzz **a yar is a monomorphism (since the yxi 
are distinct free generators of G) and clearly u# = 4. 
Theorem 1 will be deduced from a theorem on groupoids (Theorem 2, 
below), and we refer to [I] for the basic definitions. However, this opportunity 
is taken to refine some of the concepts and results of [I]; this has the advantage 
of making the paper more self-contained. 
2. PROJECTIONS 
In order to facilitate the discussion of groupoids with different vertex 
sets, we depart from the terminology of [I] in two respects. First, we shall 
think of a groupoid as the union A = Ui,jEI Aij of disjoint sets Aij, rather 
than as the family (&}. A groupoid is thus the set of morphisms of an abstract 
category (in which all morphisms are invertible); and a homomorphism of 
groupoids (functor) is a single map rather than a family of maps as in [Z]. 
The set A is understood to carry the structure of a directed graph (vertex = 
object, edge = morphism) and a partial multiplication whose domain is 
determined by the graph. 
Second, the definition of normal subgroupoid in [l] is too restricted, and 
we replace it by the following: the subgroupoid N of A is normal if (i) it 
contains all identity elements of A, and (ii) a-lxa E Nji whenever x E Nii and 
a E Aij . The construction of quotient groupoids can now be generalized. 
Let N be a normal subgroupoid of A, and write a = b (mod N) if there 
exist x, y E N such that a = xby. This is an equivalence relation on A, 
and the equivalence classes d form a directed graph A whose vertices i are 
in one-one correspondence with the connected components of N. If 5, 6 
are edges in A joining i to j and j to h, respectively, then there exist a’ = a 
and b’ = b (mod N) with a’ E Aij , 6’ E Ai,, and we may define & = a. 
The normality of N ensures that the definition is unambiguous, and with 
this multiplication A becomes a groupoid, denoted by A/N. The quotient 
map a -. d is a homomorphism rr: A --+ A/N with kernel N. (The Kernel 
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of a homomorphism 8: A -+ B is the subgroupoid Ker 0 of A consisting 
of all elements which map to identity elements of B; it is always a normal 
subgroupoid.) 
We recall that if 0: A -B is a homomorphism with kernel N, then AB 
is not in general a subgroupoid of B and its structure is not determined by 
N. However, if r: A + A/N is the quotient map, then 0 induces a unique 
homomorphism O*: A/N --+ B such that 8 = TO*. (Ker O* is trivial, i.e., 
it consists of identity elements only). If O* is an isomorphism A/N g B, 
we shall say that 0 is a projection. 
PROPOSITION 1. If 0 : A -+ B is a projection with kernel N, and $: A + C 
is any homomorphism whose kernel contains N, then there is a unique homo- 
morphism +*: B+ C such that + = t+5*. 
Proof. If a0 = a’0, then a = a’ (mod N) since 0 is a projection. Thus 
a = xa’y with x, y EN, and a$ = a’+ since x4 and y+ are identity elements 
of C. It follows that there is a unique mapping +*: B -+ C with 4 = @*, 
and it is clear that +* is a homomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 2. If 0: A -+ B and 4: B -+ C are projections, then so is 
e+: A+C. 
Proof. Let $ = 04, N = Ker $, and let rr be the quotient map A + A/N. 
Then # induces #*: A/N + C, and we have to show that #* is an isomorphism. 
Since 0 is a projection and N = Ker rr 3 Ker 0, there is a homomorphism 
rrl : B -+ A/N such that w = err1 . Now Ker rrl 3 NO = Ker 4, and 4 is a 
projection, so there is a homomorphism r* : C -+ A/N with ?ri = +r*. 
Since r and I/J are surjective, and n#* = I& I&T* = n, it follows that n* is 
inverse to $*. 
3. HOMOMORPHISMS OF FREE PRODUCTS 
The definition of free product in [Z] is appropriate for the discussion of 
groupoids on a fixed set of vertices. We adopt here a slightly different de- 
finition which is easily seen to be equivalent to it (cf. [I], Theorem 6). A 
groupoid A is the free product of subgroupoids AA (X E A) if, whenever 
~2 : AA -+ C are homomorphisms which agree on common identity elements 
of the A”, there is a unique homomorphism a : A + C whose restriction 
to A” is OIA (for all h E /1). We write A = *AEn A” or simply A = * AA. 
Suppose that A = * A” and 0 : A -+ B is a homomorphism. We say that 
B preserves the free &composition A = * AA if the groupoid generated by 
A@ is the free product of the groupoids generated by the A”@. For groups, 
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this is equivalent to saying that Ker 0 is generated, as normal subgroup of 
A, by its intersections with the A 1. For groupoids, this condition is neither 
necessary nor sufficient. We prove partial results in each direction. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A = c AA, and let 0 : A + B be a projection with 
kernel N. If N is generated, as normal subgroupoid of A, by the subgroupoids 
NA = N n AA, then B preserves the decomposition A = c AA. 
Proof. Write BA = Gpd{AW), where & is the restriction of 0 to AA. 
We have to show that B = * BA. (Note that 0” : AA + BA is not, in general, 
a projection.) Let PA : B A+ C be homomorphisms agreeing on common identi- 
ties of the BA. Then the homomorphisms 0~~ = OApA : AA+ C agree on common 
identities of the AA; hence there is a unique homomorphism (y. : A -+ C 
extending the o1A. Since Ker 013 Ker 0~~ 1 NA for all h, we have Ker (Y I) N, 
and by Proposition 1, there is a unique /3 : B --f C such that 01 = O/3. Since 
BA is generated by AVA, the restriction of fi to B” must coincide with PA, 
and fl is clearly unique with this property. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let A = * AA, and suppose that, for each 0 E 25, (9, : 
A + B,, is a projection with kernel NO . Let B : A -+ B be a projection whose 
kernel N is the normal subgroupoid of A generated by all the N, . If each 0, 
preserves the decomposition A = * AA, then so does 8. 
Proof. Write BA = Gpd{AWA), where 0” is the restriction of 0 to AA, 
and let PA : BA + C be homomorphisms agreeing on common identities 
of the BA. As in the proof of Proposition 3, there is a unique homomorphism 
01: A -+ C whose restriction to AA is LYI = 8*pA, and it is enough to show 
that Ker OL 1 N. It is therefore enough to show that Ker CL~ N, for an 
arbitrary u E 2’. 
Take a fixed (T E 2.7, and write BOA = Gpd{AAOVA}, where OOA is the restriction 
of 0, to A”. By Proposition 1,O : A -+ B induces a homomorphism $. : B, -+ B 
with O&, = 8, and 4, induces homomorphisms &,” : B,A --+ BA by restriction. 
Since, by hypothesis, B, = *AEn BOA, the homomorphisms #U$3A : B,” -+ C 
induce a unique homomorphism (Y,, : B, + C. Consider now the homo- 
morphism OOoLO : A + C. Its restriction to AA is OOd&n/?A = OAj3A = olA; so, 
by the uniqueness of 01, we have 0,~~ = 0~. It follows that Ker OL 3 Ker 0, = 
N,, as required. 
DEFINITION. A groupoid is totally disconnected if it is the disjoint union 
of groups (one at each vertex). 
PROPOSITION 5. Let A = * AA, B = * BA, and suppose that the homo- 
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morphism 19 : A --+ B maps A” into B” for each X. Let Ker 0 = K. If A” n K 
is totally disconnected for each h, then K is totally disconnected. 
Proof. Suppose that K is not totally disconnected, and choose vertices 
i # j of A such that Kii # 0. Let x be an element of Kij of minimal length 
with respect to the decomposition A = * AA (we refer to [I], p. 15, for the 
solution of the word problem for free products of groupoids). Then x = 
x1x2 *** x, with x, E AI\u, A, # ;\V+l and n minimal. Since i #j and each 
A” n K is totally disconnected, we have n > 2. Write f, = x,8. Then 
3, E B,‘v, and 44 a-. 2, is an identity element of B. Since B = * BA we 
deduce that some 3, is an identity element, whence x, lies in AAv n K, which 
is totally disconnected. Thus x, lies in some vertex group of A and if we omit 
it, the product x’ = xrxa *.. 4, **. x, is still defined in A. Clearly, x’ lies in 
Kij and is shorter than x. This contradiction establishes the result. 
4. THE GROUPOID THEOREM 
We shall call a groupoid G = ui,jsl Gij elementary if each Gij has at most 
one element. Equivalently, G is elementary if all its vertex groups are trivial. 
Theorem 5 of [I] asserts that any groupoid is the free product of an elementary 
groupoid and a totally disconnected groupoid, and this separates the graph- 
theoretical and the group-theoretical aspects of the groupoid structure. 
Appropriate choice of such a decomposition in a given free product of 
groupoids leads to the Kurosh subgroup theorem (see [I], p. 17). We adopt 
a similar procedure here, but the crucial result is a factorization of a given 
homomorphism. 
THEOREM 2. Let A = c A”, B = * BA, and suppose that the homomor- 
phism 8: A + B maps A” into BA for each h. Then 0 has a factorization f? = pB* 
(p : A ---f C, t9* : C + B) with the following properties: 
(i) p is a projection; 
(ii) p preserves the decomposition A = * A$ 
(iii) Ker p is elementary; 
(iv) Ker 8* is totally dticonnected. 
Proof. An elementary subgroupoid N of A is normal if and only if it 
contains all the identity elements of A. Let Y be the set of all elementary 
normal subgroupoids N of A such that N C Ker 0 and such that the projection 
m : A + A/N preserves the decomposition A = * AA. 9’ is ordered by 
inclusion and is non-empty. The union of a chain in 9 is again an elementary 
normal subgroupoid of A contained in Ker 8, and Proposition 4 ensures 
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that it lies in 9’. It foiiows, by Zorn’s lemma, that 9’ has a maximal member 
M. Let p be the quotient map A + A/M = C. Then p has properties (i), 
(ii), and (iii), and since MC Ker 8, there is a unique homomorphism O*: 
C-t B such that B = PO*. It remains to show that Ker O* is totally dis- 
connected. Now C = * CA, where CA = Gpd{AAp), and B* maps CA into 
BA for each X. Suppose that K = Ker O* is not totally disconnected. Then, 
by Proposition 5, some K n CA is not totally disconnected, so there is an 
element x in some K n CA which joins distinct vertices of C. The elements 
x, x-l and the identity elements of C form an elementary normal subgroupoid 
X of C which is certainly generated by its intersections with the subgroupoids 
CA . Hence, by Proposition 3, the projection 5 : C + C/X preserves the 
decomposition C = c C*. Now p’ = p[ : A -+ C/X is a projection (Proposi- 
tion 2) and it preserves the decomposition A = c AA. Since p and 4 have 
elementary kerneIs, so does p’ (a homomorphism has elementary kernel 
if and only if it maps each vertex group injectively). Finally, since Ker 5 = 
XC Ker f?*, we have Ker p’ C Ker 8. Thus M’ = Ker p’ is in 9. But 
clearly M’ properly contains M since M’ contains a counter-image of the 
element x of C. This contradiction proves the theorem. 
COROLLARY. If in Theorem 2, A ti connected, B is a group and Vtl = B 
for some vertex group V of A, then C is a group and p induces an isomorphism 
V + C. Hence V has a decomposition V = * VA with VA0 = BA fm each A. 
Proof. p : A -+ C is surjective, so C is connected. Also Vp is contained 
in a vertex group C,, of C, so C,,O* = B. These two facts imply that 
K = Ker 8” is connected. (Let i be any vertex of C, and choose x E Ci, . 
There is an element c E C,, with co* = xB*, so xc-l E Ki,). But, according 
to the theorem, K is totaily disconnected, and it follows that C has only 
one vertex, i.e., C is a group. Now p : A + C is a projection onto a group, 
so M = Ker p is connected. M is also elementary, and it is easy to verify 
that under these circumstances the vertex group V contains exactly one 
element of each class (mod M). Hence p induces an isomorphism V + C, 
and the decomposition C = * CA gives the required decomposition V = * VA 
with VW C BA. Since Vtl = B. we must have VW = B” for each X. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We are given an epimorphism # : G -+ B, where G - * GA, B = * BA 
are groups and G*# = B* for all h. For any subgroup H of G we can form 
the groupoid A = Tr(G : H) whose objects (vertices) are the right cosets 
of H in G and whose morphisms (edges) are the right translations x + xg 
of these cosets by elements g of G. Then the natural homomorphism y : 
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A -+ G induces a free decomposition A = t AA of A, where AA = GAy-1. 
(See [I], Theorem 10, and the generalization to covering homomorphisms 
in $6 below.) Putting 0 = r1,4 : A + B, we are in the situation of Theorem 
2, with A connected and B a group. Now H can be embedded in A as a 
vertex group V by the map p : H -+ A which sends each element h to the 
right translation induced by h on H itself. Then py : H--t G is the inclusion 
map, and l&9 = H@ = Hpy# = H# = B (by hypothesis). The corollary 
to Theorem 2 now gives a decomposition V = t VA with PO = B”, and this 
induces, via TV, a decomposition H = * HA with HA+ = BA. 
6. REMARKS ON COVERINGS AND RETRACTIONS 
(i) In the proof of Theorem 1 we used the fact (proved in [I]) that a free 
decomposition of a group G lifts to a free decomposition of the translation 
groupoid Tr(G : H). It is worth noting that this is a special case of a very 
natural theorem on covering groupoids. 
For any groupoid A we denote by Ai. the set uj Aii of edges starting 
from the vertex i. We then say that a homomorphism y : A + B is a covering 
homomorphism if (i) each vertex of B is the image under y of some vertex 
of A, and (ii) for each i, the map induced by y from Ai. to B,. is bijective. 
Covering maps of topological spaces induce covering homomorphisms of 
their fundamental groupoids. It is clear that if bib, a** b, is a path in B starting 
from the vertex k (i.e., b, , b, ,..., b, are elements of B such that the product 
b&z ... b, is defined, and b, E Bk.) then, for each vertex i of A with ir = k, 
there is a unique path u1u2 *** a, in A, starting from i, such that a,y = b, 
(Y = 1, 2,..., n). From this one easily deduces the following facts: 
(a) The cardinal of by-l is constant on the connected components of B. 
(b) If B is freely generated by X, then A is freely generated by Xy-l. 
(c) If B = * BA, then A = * AA, where A” = BAy-l . 
The natural map from Tr(G : H) to G is a covering homomorphism (an 
n-fold covering if H has index n in G) and this gives the required result. 
One can also lift any presentation of B to a presentation of A and obtain a 
generalization of Theorem 10 of [I]. 
(ii) Since homomorphisms of groupoids can be thought of as functors, 
one has the concept of natural equivalence, f ~lg, for homomorphisms f, 
g : A + B. This corresponds to homotopy of continuous maps; indeed, 
homotopic maps between topological spaces induce naturally equivalent 
homomorphisms between their fundamental groupoids. It is natural, therefore, 
to say that a groupoid homomorphism p : A -+ B is a deformation retraction 
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if there is a homomorphism p : B -+ A such that pp = lB and pp N lA . 
(We do not insist that B be a subgroupoid of A, but TV is, of course, an in- 
jection.) It is not difficult to show that this condition on p is equivalent to 
the statement hat p is a projection with elementary kernel. Thus the crucial 
map p in Theorem 2 is of this type. So also are the “transfers to a vertex” 
defined in [Z], p. 14. The proof of Theorem 1 and the proofs of the Schreier 
and Kurosh subgroup theorems in [I] therefore have a common strategy 
which may be described as follows. We are given a group G and a subgroup 
H. Information about G is lifted to a covering groupoid A which effectively 
has H as vertex group. The required information about H is then obtained 
by means of a suitably chosen retraction from A to H. 
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